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Mission Statement
“Called by God and passionate for the mission of Jesus, the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet come together to serve all persons. With a distinctive spirit of hospitality and a particular concern for the poor, we witness to the Gospel message by being a unifying and reconciling presence to a world in need.”

Continuing the Legacy

Continuing the Legacy
Dear Friends,

In 2018, through the dream, vision and wisdom of our former Leadership Team, our Province began the Continuing Legacy Campaign. The primary goal of the campaign was to repurpose parts of our Provincial House to accommodate a senior program in partnership with St. Peter’s Health Partners for residents of Albany and Rensselaer Counties. As in the Gospel story of the multiplication of the loaves, our friends’ generous response, blessed by our Lord, multiplied in front of us. Because of you, the Continuing the Legacy Campaign raised over $7 million dollars. Because of you, we were able to repurpose the A Wing of the Provincial House with a welcoming reception area, primary care clinic, day-program area, and a physical therapy center.

In January 2020, the senior program known as the Eddy SeniorCare PACE (Program for All-Inclusive Care of the Elderly) moved into the Provincial House to begin holistic care for our sisters and our Dear Neighbors (the residents of Albany and Rensselaer Counties). In March 2020, the pandemic began. Thus, the delay in this communication to you.

During the heights of the pandemic, the PACE Program was a grace to us, delivering safe and compassionate care to our sisters. As the pandemic has begun to subside, our sister participants and residents in the community have enjoyed gathering in the bright day program area for health and wellness programs.

In the words of St. Paul, “We thank our God upon every remembrance of you” (Phil. 1:3). We hope that the pictures and words in this report will bring delight to your hearts and confirmation of your commitment to our CSJ Mission.

Gratefully,

The Albany Province Leadership Team:
(standing) Sisters Margaret M. Edic, Kay Ryan, Rose Casaleno;
(seated) Sisters Diane Zigo, Joan Mary Hartigan

Rose Casaleno, CSJ
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Joan Mary Hartigan, CSJ
Mary Catherine Ryan, CSJ
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The Albany Province Leadership Team: (standing) Sisters Margaret M. Edic, Kay Ryan, Rose Casaleno; (seated) Sisters Diane Zigo, Joan Mary Hartigan
It is through great vision, leadership and generous support of our donors that the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet, Albany Province were able to partner with St. Peter’s Health Partners in creating our newly opened PACE Program. After years of diligent planning, extensive construction and an ambitious campaign, “Continuing the Legacy” we opened our PACE doors!

We have many things for which to be grateful, but the generous support we received from donors such as you is at the top of our list. Thank you for your generous support.

“PACE’s guidance and assistance enabled us to meet the challenges of the pandemic for our sisters and staff. Their caring staff has made it possible for us to continue to care for our sisters in our home rather than in a nursing home. Because of the renovations and consequent location of the PACE center in our Provincial House, our building is now an extension of our mission to care for the dear neighbor.”

Sister Mary Anne Heenan, CSJ
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“We enjoy the activities each day that are offered. It gets us out of our room to mingle and learn.”

“My experience over the past couple of years with the staff is that they have gone out of their way to provide for the sisters in their care. We are fortunate to have been able to form a partnership with them.”

Sister Joan Cadden, CSJ, RN
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“We enjoy the activities each day that are offered. It gets us out of our room to mingle and learn.”

In March, when the pandemic hit, the PACE team really was a blessing. They know the health department and had access to COVID testing and the vaccines.”

Sister Elizabeth Costanzo, CSJ
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“We enjoy the activities each day that are offered. It gets us out of our room to mingle and learn.”

“The relationship between the Provincial House Sisters and PACE has been a wonderful collaboration of leadership and implementation of services. We are all here for the same reason, to provide excellent care to the sisters. We are all working together and it’s beautiful to see how much we have all learned and grown from each other.”

Maureen O’Hagan, RN
Nursing Director, PACE

---
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The relationship between the Provincial House Sisters and PACE has been a wonderful collaboration of leadership and implementation of services. We are all here for the same reason, to provide excellent care to the sisters. We are all working together and it’s beautiful to see how much we have all learned and grown from each other.”

Maureen O’Hagan, RN
Nursing Director, PACE
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We find ourselves with the activities. I would never paint before but it shows that we can. I can see us improving and getting better.

Sister Roseann Klosterman, CSJ
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“We enjoy the activities each day that are offered. It gets us out of our room to mingle and learn.”

“United together, PACE and the Sisters of St. Joseph fought the challenges of the pandemic, forming a trusting bond to help guide the program as it expands beyond the walls of the Provincial House.”

Michael Flaherty
Director of Clinical Operations, PACE
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